The right to freedom of speech includes exercising it responsibly, including abiding by the following:

- The use of violence, or credible threats of violence, is strictly prohibited.
- Activities which infringe upon the rights of another person are prohibited. Refer to Policy 300 Student Conduct, Grievance, and Title IX.
- Activities may not obstruct the free flow of vehicular or pedestrian traffic on campus.
- Activities may not block the entrances or exits to any campus building or facility.
  - A distance of 50 feet from any building or facility must be kept to alleviate the interruption of the flow of campus community traffic.
  - To exercise expression at closer than this buffer area, permission must be granted in writing by the CEO/Dean.
- The posting or distribution of printed materials, writing, or other tangible means of expression must follow Policy 602.1 Internal Advertising and Postings
- Any activity involving the sale of goods or services and solicitation of funds must follow Policy 602.2 Internal Solicitation.
- Activities may not disrupt, block, or physically displace performers/programs that have reserved a venue or facility.
- Activities may not interfere with classes, college work, arts and cultural activities, research, or scheduled events.
- Individuals and organizations are responsible for cleanup and for any cleanup costs resulting to the College from their activities.
- No political campaign or expression activities are allowed inside any Great Falls College MSU facilities or temporary facilities such as tents, except by written advance approval of the CEO/Dean.